2.

CARBON PRICING
ACROSS THE AMERICAS
Carbon pricing continues to
pick up steam all across North
and South America, with an
array of mechanisms in place or
in the pipeline.
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THE
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IETA’S NORTH AMERICA TEAM
ROUND UP THE ACTION ACROSS
THE AMERICAS
CANADA – FEDERAL BACKSTOP

has an performance standard trading

As a part of the Pan Canadian

system for new LNG facilities. Participants

Framework on Climate Change, the

can comply via surrendering offsets,

Canadian government will require every

performance credits, or paying into

province and territory to have a carbon

province’s clean technology fund.

pricing system in place. Provinces and

applies to emissions from industry,
power, transport and buildings. In 2017,
the government passed legislation to
prepare the system for the post-2020
period) – including an examination of
rules for free allowance allocation, and
cap-setting. Allowances under the cap
are distributed through auctions, with
free allocation to emissions-intensive,
trade-exposed sectors. Offsets are eligible
for compliance, at a limit of 8% of the
facility’s compliance obligation.

territories without a carbon pricing

system in place by 1 January 2019 that

ALBERTA

meets federal requirements will have to

Alberta’s emissions trading system,

take on the backstop federal system.

the Carbon Competitive Incentive

The federal system includes a carbon

Regulation (CCIR), came into effect in

levy on fossil fuels and an output-based

2018, replacing the 2007 Specified

pricing system (OBPS). The programme

Gas Emitters Regulation (SGER). The

will start at C$20/tCO2e in 2019 and

CCIR is an output-based performance

increase by C$10/t per year, reaching

programme, using sector-based product

C$50/t in 2022. The OBPS applies to

benchmarks, and applies to facilities that

industrial facilities that emit >50,000

emit more than 100,000 tCO2e/year.

set of regulations are now in effect,

tCO2e/year, and will allow for tradable

Compliance flexibility is allowed under

requiring certain companies to report

compliance credits, including offsets

the CCIR, including the use of emissions

their GHG emissions and have them

eligible under current provincial systems,

performance credits, on-site reductions

verified by a third party. Although the

surplus credits, and trading.

and in-province offsets. Alberta also

province officially joined WCI Inc. this

introduced a carbon levy, under its

year, Nova Scotia does not currently plan

2017 Climate Leadership Plan. The levy

to link its system with other jurisdictions

ONTARIO

covers emissions from all sectors with

– but is open to linkage in the future.

The cap-and-trade system in Ontario

exemptions for some agriculture, certain

The government expects approximately

came into effect in 2017 and was linked

industrial processes, aviation (outside

20 companies to be covered under the

to the Québec and California systems

Alberta) and exported fuels. The levy

system – specifically major fossil fuel

under the Western Climate Initiative

started at C$20/tCO2e, and increased to

companies, big industrial companies

(WCI) in 2018. However, the current

C$30/tCO2e this year.

and utilities – and will distribute the

NOVA SCOTIA
The Nova Scotia government in October
2017 proposed a cap-and-trade system,
as part of its Amendments to the
Environment Act. The amendments,
proclaimed in February 2018, allow
the government to create the provincial
programme to begin in 2019. The first

majority of allowances for free to

Ontario government is in the process

minimise compliance costs and reduce

of dismantling the system, and is
challenging the federal backstop carbon

MANITOBA

pricing system. For more on the situation

The Made-in-Manitoba Climate

in Ontario, see page 10.

Change plan features a flat tax of

competitiveness concerns.

C$25/tCO2e, will be applied to gas,

OREGON

liquid and solid combustion fuels.

In early 2018, Oregon lawmakers

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Manitoba has recently released a

failed to pass two ‘cap-and-invest’ bills,

British Columbia implemented a revenue

discussion paper on its proposed

aimed at controlling greenhouse gas

neutral carbon tax in 2008. In September

output-based pricing system, which

emissions by requiring large emitters to

2017, the province overturned the

would apply to emissions-intensive

purchase allowances and offsets to meet

revenue-neutrality of the carbon tax,

trade-exposed sectors and cover

obligations. Despite this earlier failure,

redirecting some of the revenue towards

industrial facilities emitting in excess

legislatures did commit to providing more

the funding of climate initiatives such as

of 50,0000t/CO2e annually from

resources to strengthen Oregon regulatory

energy efficiency retrofits. The tax applies

1 January 2019.

and research efforts on carbon pricing
options. The state is currently undergoing

to GHG emissions from all sectors,

a carbon pricing competitiveness

with some exemptions for industry,
agriculture, aviation and shipping. The

QUÉBEC

impact study on emission-intensive,

tax will increase annually by C$5/tCO2e,

Québec introduced a cap-and-trade

trade-exposed sectors, expected to be

reaching C$50/t in 2021, and increased

system in 2013, which linked with the

completed at the by fall 2018. Oregon

to C$35/t this year. The province also

California market in 2014. The system

is also looking at offset opportunities –

8

specifically those which would provide

and increases annually. The use of offsets

full tax rate, increasing by 10% annually

economic development in the state.

is allowed for compliance under the tax.

until it reaches the full rate in 2028.

Colombia intends to use revenues from
the carbon tax to fund environmental
WASHINGTON STATE

and rural development projects. The Co-

MEXICO

Washington State last year launched its

lombian Senate recently approved a bill

Mexico has had a carbon tax in place

Clean Air Rule (CAR), a hybrid carbon

that approves the creation of a broader

since 2014, covering all sectors and fossil

pricing programme (with some market

emissions trading system (ETS) and is in

fuels, except natural gas. The tax does

and trading elements) for large power

the process of examining the various eco-

not cover the full carbon content of fossil

and industrial sectors. In December

nomic impacts of different ETS designs.

fuels, but rather the additional emissions

2017, a court ruling prevented the

The impact studies are expected to take

compared to natural gas. In 2017, new

government from further implementing

at least three years, and timing for the

rules for the use of offsets in lieu of paying

the CAR, and the state suspended

launch of the system remains uncertain.

the tax came into effect. Mexico’s amend-

compliance requirements. In late April

A voluntary carbon market is currently

ed climate change law, signed in 2018,

2018, a court order invalidated the entire

under design, as per the Pacific Alliance’s

gives a clearer mandate to the country’s

CAR regulatory programme and found

Cali Declaration last year. Colombia is also

planned cap-and-trade programme to

that the Washington Department of

a signatory to the 2017 Carbon Pricing in

align with its Paris contribution. The ETS

Environment lacks authority to regulate

the Americas Declaration.

will begin with a three-year pilot phase,

emitters. The department filed an appeal

formally launching after 2020. The new

with the state’s Supreme Court in May

government, elected on 1 July 2018,

2018., Most recently, a coalition of

CHILE

remains committed to climate action and

environmental groups put forward the

Chile’s carbon tax, introduced last year,

progressing the country’s carbon market.

Protect Washington Act. This group won

aims to reduce the negative impacts of

Mexico is a member of the Pacific Alli-

the right to put the carbon tax proposal

fossil fuel use on public health and the

ance and is Co-Chair of the 2017 Carbon

on the state’s November ballot. A simple

environment. The tax covers all fossil

Pricing in the Americas Declaration.

majority of voter approval is required for

fuels, and emissions from the power and

this to become state law.

industry sectors – specifically covering
all facilities with stationary sources of

RGGI

a thermal input capacity greater than

The Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative

CALIFORNIA

50MW. The levy was implemented as

(RGGI), made up of a partnership of nine

The California Air Resources Board

part of a wider reform to reduce taxes

northeast US states, has now reached its

forges ahead with amendments to its

for individuals and increase tax for

10th anniversary. In that decade, RGGI

cap-and-trade programme, following

large industry. The carbon tax, and its

has moved from being a pilot project to a

last year’s legislative affirmation of the

monitoring, reporting and verification

mature stand-alone programme looking at

market’s future to 2030. The changes

system, has been designed to be

expansion in the face of federal inaction.

under consideration include changes to

compatible with an emissions trading

Changes have been made over the years

cap levels, price collars, speed bumps,

system, which is currently under

– and they continue today. In 2009, the

and carbon offsets that will be formally

consideration. Chile is a member of the

RGGI cap was 188 million allowances;

considered in the fall and would take

Pacific Alliance and a signatory of the

by 2017, it had been reduced to 84.3

effect from 2021 through 2030. It also

2017 Carbon Pricing in the Americas

million, and was further adjusted down to

seems that the California Air Resources

Declaration.

62.4 million. One of the great strengths

Board will weather the recent withdrawal

of RGGI has been its programme review

of Ontario from the Western Climate

process, with the nine jurisdictions

Initiative: California regulators acted to

ARGENTINA

protect the environmental integrity of

Argentina approved an economy-

the allowance market immediately after

wide carbon tax in 2017, partially

Apart from the updates to RGGI state

Ontario’s initial announcement and the

replacing a former tax on fuels, which

regulations, the imminent return of New

most recent auction between California

come into effect in 2019. Sectors

Jersey to the RGGI fold as well as the

and Québec sold out above the price

exempt from the tax, for competitiveness

admission of the first southern state,

floor, quelling fears of lowered demand.

reasons, include international aviation

Virginia, should make 2019 another

and shipping, fuel exports, biofuels in

exciting year for the programme.

mineral oil, and the raw materials in

_______

adjusting the programme by consensus.

COLOMBIA

chemical production/processes. Almost

Colombia introduced a tax on the carbon

all liquid fuels are covered by the tax,

Please contact IETA Managing Director

content of fossil fuels in 2017, charging

set at US$10/tCO2e. Coal, petroleum

Katie Sullivan for more information at

US $5/tCO2e on sales and imports of fuel,

and fuel oil will be taxed at 10% of the

sullivan@ieta.org
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